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FRIDAY, OCTOBER 28

6:30 to 8:30 PM
ARNICA ARTIST RUN CENTRE
Old Courthouse Cultural Centre 
7 Seymour St. West
// All ages //
October Revolution: Kamloops 
PrintMakers

7:30 to 9:30 PM
PADLOCK STUDIOS
175 2nd Ave  
(corner of 2nd & Victoria)
// All ages //
Kelsey Braun: Fragmentation

9:00 PM to 2:00 AM
AUXILIARY GLOW
OPENING NIGHT
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park 
// All ages //
GLENEAGLE / MAKI
Bar and food provided by 
Red Beard // Luminocity 
AFTERGLOW beer provided by  
Red Collar Brewing Co.
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/ / / / / / /  S P O N S O R S  +  S U P P O RT E R S  / / / / / / /

Zack’s
Coffee

/ / / / / / /  F O L L O W  U S  O N L I N E  / / / / / / /
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4

9:00 PM to 2:00 AM
AUXILIARY GLOW
DEEP BLUE FEATURE
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
DOWNTOWN SOLUTIONS / NAP / 
YOU’RE ME / UNKNOWN MOBILE  
Bar and food provided by 
Red Beard // Luminocity  
AFTERGLOW beer provided by  
Red Collar Brewing Co.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5

9:00 PM to 2:00 AM
AUXILIARY GLOW
CLOSING NIGHT/ EDMONTON 
EXPOSÉ
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
CHAM / SHUKOV / 
Bar and food provided by 
Red Beard // Luminocity  
AFTERGLOW beer provided by  
Red Collar Brewing Co. 

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 29

9:00 PM to 2:00 AM
AUXILIARY GLOW
HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
WORMHOLE / SONGS FROM THE 
BLACK LODGE / KOBAN
Bar and food provided by 
Red Beard // Luminocity  
AFTERGLOW beer provided by  
Red Collar Brewing Co.

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 30 

7:00 PM
OFFICE OF SURREALIST 
INVESTIGATIONS
135 Victoria Street
// All ages // 
Collaborative Drawing Night

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3

7:00 PM
CURATOR’S TOUR WITH
CHARO NEVILLE
Tour begins at the Kamloops Art  
Gallery, 465 Victoria Street
// All ages // 
 
OFFICE OF SURREALIST  
INVESTIGATIONS
// All ages // 
Get a behind the scenes look at the 
Office of Surrealist Investigations  
project during the Curator’s Tour 
 
9:00 PM
Ma: On Weightless  
Occupied Space
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages // 
Sound design by Rónan McGrath
Choreography & light design directed 
by Monica McGarry & Jessie  
Kobylanski
Refreshments provided by  
Zack’s Coffee and Red Collar

MONDAY, OCTOBER 31

9:00 PM to 12:00 AM
HALLOWEEN TRIBUTE FEST
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
BASTARD / JAWBREAKER /  
THE DAMNED / NAPALM DEATH / 
BLINK 182

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 1

8:00 PM
TRU SHORTS  
Student Video Screenings
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
Refreshments provided by  
Zack’s Coffee and Red Collar  

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 2

8:00 PM
THE ELASTICITY OF THE  
PROJECTED FORM  
Talk by Levi Glass
AUXHAUS // Rotary Bandshell
Riverside Park
// All ages //
Refreshments provided by  
Zack’s Coffee and Red Collar

/ / / / / / /  E V E N T  S C H E D U L E  / / / / / / /

/ / / / / / /  S I T E  M A P  +  WA L K I N G  G U I D E  / / / / / / /

PASCAL GRANDMAISON
DISSOLUTION I, 2015, HD video projection, 4:44
NOSTALGIE 2, 2015, HD video projection, 8:38

MONICA MCGARRY
Interpretive Dance for Ordinary Tasks, 2016, video installation, 4:00

WHO ARE WE?
Collaborative community project

PATRICK BERNATCHEZ
Chrysalides Trilogy, 2006-2013, 16mm colour film 
transferred to digital support, 34:50

MELAINA TODD
Lure, 2016, installation

MONICA MCGARRY
Drive Thru, 2016, video installation, 20:00

DEVON LINDSAY
Pay Dirt, 2016, video installation, 4:46

MATT SMITH
Dancers In The Dark, 2016
laser-scanner, laptop, camera

LYNNE MARSH
Plänterwald, 2010, HD video installation, 17:50

MATT MACINTOSH AND KEESIC DOUGLAS 
Pitching Tents in Terra Nullius, 2016, 2 channel HD video installation, 22:08

CAITLIND r.c. BROWN AND WAYNE GARRETT
The Deep Dark, 2015, wood, LEDs, electronics, 7:00 to 11:00 pm

ARBOUR ABORIGINAL ARTISTS COLLECTIVE
plúkwem (gather), 2016, collaborative mural 

MARK SOO
Several Circles, 2010, dual-screen digital projection or 35mm film 
(HD transferred to 35mm film transferred back to HD), sound, 5:45

DOUG BUIS
Tales in the Trees, 2016, video installation, 15:00

PELIN TAN AND ANTON VIDOKLE 
2084: A Science Fiction Show / Episode 2: The Fall of Artists’ Republic, 2014 
video installation, 18:00

JEREMY SHAW
Quickeners, 2014, HD video installation with original soundtrack, 37:05
Courtesy KÖNIG GALERIE

AUXILIARY GLOW
For the duration of Luminocity, Dion and Ryland Fortie
transform the Rotary Bandshell into the AUXHAUS. Refer to the Event 
Schedule for programming information. All events are // All ages //

KELSEY BRAUN
Fragmentation, 2016, multi-channel audio and 
video installation 

OFFICE OF SURREALIST 
INVESTIGATIONS
Collaborative Corpse, 2016, video installation

TANIA WILLARD
Only Available Light, 2016, video 
installation using footage from The 
Shuswap Indians of British Columbia, by 
Harlan Smith (1928) projected through 
selenite crystals, 8:44

OCTOBER 28 to NOVEMBER 5 > 2016
video projections  +  new media works  +  public events  

Luminocity is a forum for independent media arts locally, 
nationally and internationally. It embraces new creative 
concepts and modes of expression in the media arts field and 
encourages diverse audience engagement outside the Gallery’s 
regular programming. In the fall of 2014, this week-long public 
art project dazzled viewers with legendary weekend dance 
parties and video projections in public spaces throughout 
the downtown core of Kamloops. Inspired by popular public 
art events across the country such as Nuit Blanche, the 
KAG’s inaugural presentation transformed Kamloops’ urban 
environment with projections on the facades of buildings and 
in storefront windows, site specific installations at Riverside 
Park and performances in the Rotary Bandshell as a way of 
connecting people to the city in innovative ways.

During the darkening days of fall, this year Luminocity lights 
up similar sites and introduces new ones with a selection of 
diverse multi-media work by artists from across the country 
and from here at home. The Bandshell is once again home to 
two weekends of live musical performances featuring local and 
touring bands and DJs as well as evening events throughout 
the week. Luminocity is a unique offering to take in video art 
projects from a diverse range of artists and to explore the city 
of Kamloops in a new way.

Curated by Charo Neville, Curator, Kamloops Art Gallery
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Patrick Bernatchez’s artistic practice is one of developing groups of works in projects realized 
over long periods of time, analogous to a work in progress. It draws upon varied traditions and 
aesthetics including mannerism, baroque, pop culture, horror movies, science fiction, even 
fantasy and the supernatural. This eclectic approach delves into our notions of collective and 
individual identity in a world increasingly shaped by capitalist culture, particularly as reflected 
in social pathologies and types of obsessive-compulsive behaviour such as hyper-consumption. 
The films in the Chrysalides Trilogy explore and depict themes of vanity, decline and alienation, 
revealing a disconcerting, timeless portrait.

Often based in the portrait genre, Grandmaison’s work uses formal strategies such as the 
close-up, white background, and a play of fragments and details to deal with subjects of 
everyday life. Through poetic studies of the relationship between human beings and the world, 
his work confronts the human desire for superiority of reason over nature. 

DISSOLUTION I and NOSTALGIE 2 are part of the Kamloops Art Gallery’s onsite exhibition All 
membranes are porous on until December 31. Grandmaison’s dual projection DISSOLUTION I 
suggests a fluid and abstract reference to the body by way of a manufactured means of child’s 
play (the soap bubble). NOSTALGIE 2 situates the human hand directly into a rich, fertile 
natural landscape. Both works are contemplative studies that oscillate between abstraction and 
figuration, referring to the complex relationship between our bodies and the world around us.

PayDirt offers a visual representation that furthers Lindsay’s interest in interacting with light, 
colour and sound by transforming a space with multiple projected images and audio. By 
placing the projected images in strategic places, Lindsay creates windows or portals into 
the landscape featured. Manipulating the left and right audio channels, Lindsay creates a 
conversation between the sounds of nature and the interruptions of heavy machinery. Using 
subtle animation paired with the audio, PayDirt presents a possible outcome for the site of 
the proposed Ajax mine after it has been exhausted of its precious metals. Lindsay is a recent 
graduate of the Thompson Rivers University Fine Arts program. 

The KMA bay window is transformed into a familiar suburban dwelling. Drive Thru uses 
kitsch and nostalgia to critically reflect on how Kamloops and its food systems have evolved. 
Advertisements, news segments and promotional videos from local and online media 
archives juxtapose themes of transportation, suburban sprawl, industrial food production and 
media consumption. Drive Thru asks us to consider our own history and relationship with an 
undeniable necessity—food. Furniture for this project is generously donated by Thrift City.

Interpretive Dance for Ordinary Tasks provides alternative solutions to face the challenges of 
our everyday lives.

/ / / / / / /  D O W N T O W N  / / / / / / /

Chrysalides Trilogy, 2006-2013
16mm colour film transferred to digital support, 34:50
Highlander Building, 450/460 Victoria Street

DISSOLUTION I, 2015 
HD video projection, 4:44
Kamloops Art Gallery exterior windows, 465 Victoria Street

NOSTALGIE 2, 2015 
HD video projection, 8:38
Kamloops Art Gallery exterior windows, 465 Victoria Street

Patrick Bernatchez

Pascal Grandmaison

The Deep Dark is the first in a series of site-specific light installations intended to illuminate the 
interspaces between our sacred (and natural) environments and cultural constructs of darkness. 
Utilizing domestic imagery (doorways) as a literal entry point, the installation imposes artificial 
light into the wild darkness—light by which the darkness grows darker and disillusions the 
night.

The plúkwem (gather) is a collaborative public art project designed and created by participants 
in the Arbour Aboriginal Artists Collective Youth Workshops, led by Chris Bose (Nlaka’pamux/
Secwepemc) and supported by the Kamloops Art Gallery. Using techniques including screen-
printing, wheat pasting and painting, the mural was created in sections on plywood and 
installed in Riverside Park in such a way that it functions (as the project name would suggest) 
to gather audience members to contemplate the importance of salmon to local First Nations 
communities. This project is supported by the Canada Council for the Arts.

Kelsey Braun’s work Fragmentation references the fluctuating nature of memory, its 
documentation, projection and reception by way of an investigation into the relationship 
between identity, memory and environment. It explores how one’s perspective and identity 
are shaped by the surrounding environment and everyday experiences. Fragmentation 
encompasses a combination of sound recordings made by the artist and his late father from the 
1980s as well as abstract images that are projected across the gallery space and are refracted 
by mirrors. The projection and refraction of imagery establishes the possibility for a multitude 
of narratives. Presented by Arnica Artist Run Centre in collaboration with Padlock Studios.

Levi Glass will discuss how image devices and the environments in which they are shown 
impact sensorial perceptions and create spaces where viewers are able to examine, think and 
learn through perception. This talk will also incorporate a discussion about the role of play in 
the creation of such devices or spaces. 

Ma: On Weightless Occupied Space is a musique concrète and contemporary dance 
performance exploring the vast subject of light—our dominant and pervasive habitat.
It represents the qualities of light as an environment experienced in both discrete and 
continuous conditions. Simultaneously organic and ephemeral, the work uses abstract 
soundscapes to express detailed light/object interaction through reflection and refraction while 
articulating broad impressions of human/light experience through visceral dance and  
light-source manipulation. 

Collaborative Corpse is a series of projected exquisite corpse drawings on the windows of the 
Office of Surrealist Investigations. Office of Surrealist Investigations is a collaborative art studio 
taking the form of a film noir private investigator’s office within which participants are invited to 
collaborate in Surrealist activities. 

For this project, multiple artists will work simultaneously to create drawings inspired by the 
surrealist drawing game of Exquisite Corpse. Artists will engage in a visual correspondence 
forming a collaborative drawing that builds off of each artist’s ideas and automatic  
mark-making. The Office of Surrealist Investigations will also host a public drawing night at 
7:00 pm on Sunday, October 30 where visitors to the Office can contribute to the projected 
drawings.

Lure is a light installation utilizing screen-printed wallpaper and black lights. The display is 
meant to generate thoughtfulness towards the shortening of days and the symptoms of SAD 
(Seasonal Affective Disorder) or “winter blues.” This includes depression, irregular sleeping 
patterns and overeating; symptoms that many people struggle with in varying degrees. In many 
cases, sufferers of SAD are prescribed light therapy. The window display at Barnacle Records 
is aglow with graphics of fictional microorganisms generating luminescence for pedestrians at 
night. These creatures are heavily influenced by the biological research and drawings of Ernst 
Haeckel, a German biologist, philosopher and artist.

This collection of images and written contributions is a Kamloops Art Gallery initiative to 
capture a visual representation of the cultural diversity that exists in BC and in the Thompson 
Nicola Regional District. The KAG asked people in the region to submit photos and text to 
represent a diverse perspective on who we are. The project is a means to break down barriers, 
change preconceptions and share a commonality that we are all residents of this region. This 
project is supported by a BC Community Gaming Grant.

Tales in the Trees presents a visual conversation with auditory components including a campfire 
and a gust of wind that take place within a tree in a public space. The project is based on 
theories of how trees communicate with other trees and sometimes with other species and 
natural phenomena. 

Taking the form of a social science fiction, Pitching Tents in Terra Nullius imagines the fall of 
civilization and the near extinction of the planet—thirty years or so into a not-too-distant future. 
Pitching Tents in Terra Nullius looks to raw materials and basic conditions—of stories and of 
survival—to consider opportunities for meaningful exchange amid territorial disputes.

Plänterwald is filmed on the site of a former German Democratic Republic amusement park 
built in 1969 and abandoned after unification. Its rollercoaster and ferris wheel sit motionless 
at the edge of the city of Berlin. After being closed to the public for almost a decade the rides 
and fairground structures—once providing a distraction from everyday realities—are left to 
a gradual process of decay and overgrowth. Paradoxically this derelict site is patrolled and 
protected by security guards who on the one hand attempt to maintain its separation from the 
public sphere and contemporary life yet at the same time position it in the present social and 
economic conditions.

Set 500 years in the future, Quickeners tells the story of Human Atavism Syndrome (H.A.S.), 
an obscure disorder afflicting a tiny portion of the Quantum Human population, making 
them desire and feel as their Human Being predecessors once did. A species wirelessly 
interconnected to The Hive, Quantum Humans have evolved to operate solely on pure 
rational thought and they have achieved immortality. Quickeners is set against a cinéma vérité 
aesthetic, reworking archival documentary footage from a gathering of Pentecostal Christian 
snake handlers to illustrate the story. As the film unfolds, an authoritative Quantum Human 
narrator comments on what we witness: indecipherable testimonials, sermons, songs, prayers, 
convulsive dancing, speaking-in-tongues, serpent handling, and ecstatic states that Quantum 
Humans define as “Quickening.”

Reflecting Mark Twain’s famed quote, “The past does not repeat itself, but sometimes it 
rhymes,” Several Circles is a project that investigates the many “revolutions” that link the 19th 
century riverboat steam-engine with the 20th century automobile combustion engine: two 
forms of rotary-driven mechanical power that bookend a hundred year arc of American industry. 

The second episode of 2084 is the latest in a three-part science fiction show, directed by Pelin 
Tan and Anton Vidokle. Filmed on location in Tripoli, Lebanon, this video is set in a future 
where the Artists’ Republic, an artist-run city-state, has collapsed and art has become a thing 
of the past. Despite the demise of art, artists inexplicably continue to exist, albeit as animals. 
These new animal-humans are trapped in a cement dome where they ponder questions 
of labor, economy, religion, art and literature, while trying to come to terms with their new 
condition.

Caitlind r.c. Brown and Wayne Garrett

Arbour Aboriginal Artists Collective

Kelsey Braun

Levi Glass

Monica McGarry, Rónan McGrath & Jessie Kobylanski

Office of Surrealist Investigations

Melaina Todd

Who Are We?

Doug Buis

Matt Macintosh and Keesic Douglas

Lynne Marsh

Jeremy Shaw

Mark Soo

Pelin Tan and Anton Vidokle

The Deep Dark, 2015
wood, LEDs, electronics 
7:00 to 11:00 pm

plúkwem (gather), 2016
collaborative mural
Riverside Park

Fragmentation, 2016
multi-channel audio and video installation 
Padlock Studios, 175 2nd Avenue 

The Elasticity of the Projected Form
Talk by Levi Glass 
Wednesday, November 2, 8:00 PM
AUXHAUS in the Bandshell at Riverside Park

Ma: On Weightless Occupied Space, 2016
performance
Thursday, November 3, 9:00 pm
AUXHAUS in the Bandshell at Riverside Park

Collaborative Corpse, 2016
video installation 
Office of Surrealist Investigations, 135 Victoria Street

Lure, 2016
Installation
Barnacle Records window, 290 3rd Avenue

Collaborative community project
TNRD Library windows

Tales in the Trees, 2016
video installation, 15:00 

Pitching Tents in Terra Nullius, 2016 
2 channel HD video installation, 22:08

Plänterwald, 2010
HD video installation, 17:50

Quickeners, 2014
HD video installation with original soundtrack, 37:05
Courtesy KÖNIG GALERIE

Several Circles, 2010
dual-screen digital projection or 35mm film (HD transferred 
to 35mm film transferred back to HD), sound, 5:45

2084: A Science Fiction Show / Episode 2: The Fall of Artists’ Republic, 2014 
video installation, 18:00

PayDirt, 2016
video installation, 4:46
Brownstone Restaurant courtyard, 118 Victoria Street

Drive Thru, 2016
video installation, 20:00
Kamloops Museum & Archives, 207 Seymour Street

Interpretive Dance for Ordinary Tasks, 2016
video installation, 4:00
TNRD Building Northeast corner window, 465 Victoria Street

Devon Lindsay

Monica McGarry

Dancers In The Dark invites the public to contribute dance moves and poses in the form 
of short video clips that are then assembled into a sequential collage and played back the 
same evening as a laser projection. The nature of the laser conversion process stylizes the 
dancers into animated line drawings, reminiscent of hand drawn frame-to-frame animations. 
The individual dancers are only distinguished by their moves as the conversion process also 
attempts to smooth out the differences in body shapes in the transition between individuals. 
The system is automatic, without intervention so that the animation is built in sequence, during 
daylight hours. Recorded by a camera on-site during the day, the nightly playback starts as 
soon as it becomes too dark for the camera to capture new clips, poetically referencing the 
coming together of individuals in a dance party after their respective work days, celebrating 
one of the fundamental forms of human expression.

Tania Willard’s work is presented in conjunction with #callresponse, a Canada Council {Re}
Conciliation initiative. #callresponse supports the work of Indigenous North American 
women and artists through five site-specific art commissions that incite dialogue and catalyze 
action between individuals, communities, territories and institutions. The project poses 
possibilities that ground art in responsible action, value-lived experience and demonstrates 
ongoing commitment to community building, responding to re/conciliation as a present 
day negotiation and ongoing consequence of colonial trauma. Running at the same time as 
Luminocity, Willard’s Only Available Light will be a part of an exhibition at grunt gallery in 
Vancouver, opening October 28 alongside selections from each commissioned project. 

Dancers In The Dark, 2016
laser-scanner, laptop, camera
Facade of building, 131 Victoria Street

Only Available Light, 2016 
video installation using footage from The Shuswap Indians of British 
Columbia, by Harlan Smith (1928) projected through selenite crystals, 8:44 
Empty lot, 131 Victoria Street

Matt Smith

Tania Willard

For the duration of Luminocity, the Rotary Bandshell will be transformed into Auxiliary Glow, 
a reserve of lights and visuals by Dion and Ryland Fortie. Warm lights set the mood against a 
cool atmosphere of bizarre shadows, strange characters, analog video effects and visuals. The 
Bandshell will feature two weekends of live musical performances of local and touring bands, 
DJs and dance parties, as well as programming throughout the week.  Bar and food is provided 
by Red Beard and a special Luminocity Afterglow beer is featured by Red Collar.

Auxiliary Glow
AUXHAUS 
Rotary Bandshell in Riverside Park


